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70 The Nebraska Bird Review
SUMMER FIELD REPORT, JUNE-JULY 1995
Compiled by
W. Ross Silcock, PO Box 300, Tabor, IA 51653
INTRODUCTION
Vol. 6.1
This was an interesting summer, with a few rarities, further
information on species that are restricted or rare in NE in summer,
and a couple of additional observations, which involve a little
speculation on my part.
Perhaps the best of the rarities was a Neotropic Cormorant at
Valentine NWR, while the apparent presence of a Black Rail
population at Crescent L NWR is intriguing. Unexpected also were 2
Pacific Loons at L. McConaughy.
Isolated populations or just plain rare summer birds in NE
provided interest, with updates on Mississippi Kite at Ogallala,
Red-shouldered Hawk at Fontenelle Forest, Acadian Flycatcher at
Indian Cave SP, Yellow-throated Warbler at Fontenelle Forest,
Louisiana Waterthrush at Indian Cave SP, Northern Cardinal at
scottsbluff, cassin's and Brewer's Sparrows at Kilpatrick L,
Henslow's Sparrow at Burchard L, and Swamp Sparrow in the Rainwater
Basin.
Personal speculations involve the possibility of a molt site
for Common Merganser at North Platte NWR and a note on Myiarchus
flycatchers in the NE panhandle.
ABBREVIATIONS, GAZETTEER
Initials in parentheses refer to obervers; a list follows this
report.
*=documented; CLNWR= Crescent Lake NWR; FFNC= Fontenelle
Forest Nature Center; LM= L. MCConaughy; NE= Nebraska; NM
National Monument; NPNWR= North Platte NWR; NWR= National wildlife
Refuge; Res= Reservoir; SHP= State Historical Park; SL= sewage
lagoons; SP= State Park; SRA= State Recreation Area; WMA= wildlife
Management Area; WPA= Waterfowl Production Area.
Arbor Day Farm, Otoe; Arbor L WMA, Lancaster; Ayr L, Adams;
Basswood Ridge WMA, Dakota; Branched Oak SRA/WMA, Lancaster;
Burchard L WMA, Pawnee; Calamus Res SRA, LOup; Carter Canyon,
Scotts Bluff; CLNWR, Garden; DeSoto Bend NWR, Washington; Facus
Springs , Morr i 11; FFNC, Sarpy; Fort Kearny SHP, Kearney; Fort
Robinson SP, Dawes/Sioux; Funk Lagoon WPA, Phelps; Glenvil Basin
WPA, Clay; Indian Cave SP, Nemaha/Richardson; James Ranch, Sioux;
Kilpatrick L, Box Butte; L. McConaughy, Keith; Medicine Creek Res
SRA, Frontier; Nine Mile Prairie, Lancaster; Niobrara Valley
Preserve, Brown/Keya Paha/Rock; Oak Glen WMA, Seward; Oliver Res
SRA, Kimball; Pawnee L SRA, Lancaster; Pine Glen WMA, Brown; Rowe
Sanctuary, Buffalo; Rulo Bluffs Preserve, Richardson;
Sacramento-wilcox WMA, Phelps; Schramm Park SRA, Sarpy; Scotts
Bluff NM, Scotts Bluff; State Line Island, Scotts Bluff; Theesen
Lagoon WPA, Clay; Valentine NWR, Cherry; Wagon Train L SRA,
Lancaster; Walgren L SRA, Sheridan; Wehrspann L, Sarpy; Yankee Hill
WMA, Lancaster.
SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Pacific Loon : Most unexpected were 2 at LM on 14 Jun; one was a
breeding-plumaged adult, the other in non-breeding plumage
(*BP,LP). This species is probably casual in the panhandle, as it
was recorded each fall 1979-82 at NPNWR by Zeillemaker during his
residence there. There are only about 9 records for NE in all,
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. ding 1 other summer record, a breeding-plumaged bird at Box~nctlU Res 19 Jul 1979 (Rosche 1982: Birds of Northwestern NebraskaBut e .
southwestern South Dakota) .
and n Loon· As is usual in w NE, summering were 3 at NPNWR on 5
comma .
Jun (LKo).
Pied-billed Grebe: Best count was 45 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (MFr).
t' ng occurred at DeSoto Bend NWR, although the outcome wasNe~ ~wn (JoJ); this species nests only in small numbers in e NE.~n ~ed Grebe: A single was at NPNWR on 5 Jun (LKo); this species
dorS not nest in NE, suggesting that this was a late migrant.E~~ed Grebe: Best count was 38 at CLNWR on 26 Jul (LMa) , while 20
were at Funk Lagoon WPA on 4 Jun (LRa,RHa), the most easterly
reported.
western Grebe: Best count was 29 at NPNWR on 5 Jun; only 5 were
there 5 Jul (LKo). None were reported e of the panhandle. Several
adults with half-grown young were on the Bingham pond, 1 mie of
Bingham 25 Jun (WRS). None were reported e of the panhandle.
America~ White Pelican: The usual small groups of summering
non-breeders in the Sandhills were noted; best count was 38 at
CLNWR on 20 Jul (MFr) , and at least 1 was noted at Valentine NWR
(JGu). On the edge of the Sandhills in the Loup drainage, 17 were
at Calamus Res SRA on 2 Jul (LRa,RHa), and 1 was at Medicine Creek
Res SRA 5 Jul (LRa). Unusual in midsummer were 6-9 at Branched Oak
SRA/WMA 17-24 Jun (LEi,JoJ).
Double-crested Cormorant: Best count was 66 at CLNWR on 17 Jun
(MFr). Nesting occurs at scattered locations in nand w NE, but the
only report of such was on a BBS in s Rock County on 13 Jun (NR) ,
a rather easterly location. Reports of nesting locations are
welcomed. Scattered birds occur over most of the state, but are
unusual in the se, where 2 were at Wagontrain L SRA on 8 Jul (LEi)
and 2 at Pawnee L SRA 1 Jul (LEi).
Neotropic cormorant: The 3rd NE record was an adult at Valentine
NWR 19 Jul (*JGu). In recent years there have been several records
of this species in northwest Missouri and in Kansas, suggesting
that it will be reported more often in NE.
American Bittern: This species appears to be doing well at CLNWR,
where 6 were counted 7 (LMa) and 17 (MFr) Jun, while another was at
Funk Lagoon WPA 4 Jun (LRa,RHa), within the probable breeding range
in NE.
Least Bittern: This species is elusive in NE; while it may breed in
small numbers throughout e NE and possibly as far w as CLNWR
(Johnsgard 1979: Birds of the Great Plains), reports are few. Thus
of interest was 1 at the nw corner of Pawnee L SRA on 30 Jul (LEi).
There is a good cattail marsh at this location.
Great Blue Heron: Best count was 34 at CLNWR on 25 Jun (MFr). A
fall influx was detected in Lancaster County, where singles were
seen during the summer but 11 appeared 30 Jul (LEi).
Great Egret: Rare in NE in summer, especially in w NE, singles were
seen in Scotts Bluff County 22 (AKe) and 24 (WRS) Jun, while ~ was
at FFNC on 16 Jun (BP,LP); these were the only reports.
S~owy Egret: The only report was of 1 near Oshkosh on 24 Jul (LMa).
L1ttle Blue Heron: The only reports were of an adult at Gleason WPA
on 4 Jun (LRa,RHa), a rare spring sighting, and an immature at Funk
Lagoon WPA 30 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Cattle Egret: Reports statewide throughout the period noted a total
of about 150 birds; best counts were 43 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 22
Jul (LRa,RHa) and 39 at CLNWR on 13 Jul (LMa). No nesting attempts
were reported.
Green Heron: The 3 reports were from se NE; best count 3 birds in
n Saunders County on 17 Jun (THo).
Black-crowned Night-Heron: As expected, reports were from Sandhills
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locations, with best count 13 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (LMa), although an 
immature was at Funk Lagoon WPA on 22 Jul (LRa,RHa). 
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: None were reported. 
White-faced Ibis: Nesting is rare, and so reports are presumed 
migrants; last in spring was 1 in Sheridan county 14 Jun (BP,LP), 
while first in fall were 2 at CLNWR on 26 Jul (LMa). Unexpected in 
mid-summer wewre 2 at Funk Lagoon WPA 9 Jul (LRa,RHa). No more than 
2 were reported at once. 1 
Trumpeter swan: A single was at CLNWR on 17 Jun (MFr); no evidence 
of nesting was noted. Five were counted along highway 61 in sw 
Cherry County 15 Jun (NR), while nesting birds were reported inn 
Grant County at Whitman (BP,LP) and just w of Hyannis at mile 
marker 142 (BP,LP,WRS). Thew Sandhills appears to be the center of 
the breeding range in NE. 
snow Goose: The usual few summer stragglers were seen; 4 were at 
LaPlatte on 3 Jun (BP,LP), and singles were in Hall County 12 Jun 
(BP,LP) and at NPNWR on 5 Jun (LKo). 
Canada Goose: This species is now common throughout in summer, 
breeding at most locations, but especially so in w NE; best count 
was 784 at NPNWR on 19 Jun (LKo). 
wood Duck: This species is also a common breeder virtually 
statewide; best count was an excellent 98 at NPNWR on 17 Jul (LKo), 
while 5 broods were at Arbor L WMA on 30 Jul (LEi). 
Green-winged Teal: Nesting is rare in NE; none was noted this 
season. The only reports were of 2-7 at CLNWR, during the period 
(LMa,MFr) and a male 2 mi e of Funk Lagoon WPA on 9 Jul (LRa,RHa), 
an unexpected summer location. 
Mallard: Peak counts at CLNWR and NPNWR were 83 (MFr) and 53 (LKo) 
on 12 Jul and 19 Jun respectively. 
Northern Pintail: Best count was a modest 14 at CLNWR on 7 Jun 
(LMa); this species may breed almost anywhere in the state. 
Blue-winged Teal: There was a large difference in peak counts from 
CLNWR and NPNWR, the former 96 on 7 Jun (LMa) and the latter only 
2 on 5 Jun (LKo). The difference may be a result of the habitat 
surrounding these refuges: Johnsgard (1979 op. cit.) suggested that 
this species prefers shallow lakes and ponds surrounded by native 
prairie. 
cinnamon Teal: All reports were from the panhandle, as expected, 
with best count 8 at CLNWR on 7 Jun (LMa). Two males in the 
alkaline marshes at Facus Springs on 24 Jun (WRS) were at a known 
breeding location. Other reports were of 2 at Kilpatrick L on 16 
Jun (NR) and 1 at Whitman on 14 Jun (NR). 
Northern Shoveler: Best count was a modest 27 at CLNWR on 7 Jun 
(LMa). 
Gadwall: Best count was 41 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (MFr); reports were 
from the panhandle except for reports from c NE 11 and 16 Jun 
(LRa,RHa). 
American Wigeon: Rather rare as a breeder in NE, the only reports 
were of 1 bird at Kilpatrick L on 16 Jun (NR) , and "some" late 
migrants at Funk Lagoon WPA on 4 Jun (LRa,RHa). 
canvasback: Best count was 25 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (MFr). It nests in 
small numbers elsewhere in the Sandhills; interestingly, and 
compare with Blue-winged Teal, none were reported from NPNWR. There 
were, however, 2 at Facus Springs on 24 Jun (WRS). 
Redhead: Best count was 45 at CLNWR on 17 Jun (MFr); this species 
nests in similar habitat to Canvasback in the Sandhills, but of 
interest were 6 rather late at Funk Lagoon WPA on 4 Jun (LRa,RHa), 
12 rather early at the same place 9 Jul (LRa,RHa), and 8 at Theesen 
Lagoon WPA on 16 Jul (LRa,RHa). 
Ring-necked Duck: 1-2 were at CLNWR throughout the period 
(MFr.LMa). This species is not known to nest in NE. 
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Lesser scaup: Breeding is only occasional in the sandhills, and so
the numbers reported suggest a large number of non-breeders
mmering in NE: 26 were at CLNWR on 17 Jun and 12 Jul (MFr), ands~ were at Gering SL on 24 Jun (WRS). To the e and s, unexpected~ere a single male was on flooded farmland at Basswood Ridge WMA 10
Jun (BFH) , and 3 at Funk Lagoon WPA 4 Jun (LRa,RHa).
Bufflehead: Not known to breed in NE, this species occurs as a
non-breeding straggler in summer. Up to 4 were at CLNWR during the
period (LMa,MFr), and a female was at Basswood Ridge WMA 10 Jun
(BFH) .
Hooded Merganser: The only reports were of 2 females 2 mi e of Funk
Lagoon WPA on 9 Jul (LRa,RHa) and 2 females in n Kearney county 5
Jun (LRa,RHa); these reports, especially the latter, are suggestive
of breeding, but to date no nesting has been reported for NE.
Broods should be looked for in July.
common Merganser: Again this year there was an excellent mid-July
count at NPNWR, of 169 on 17 Jul (LKo). These birds were not there
in June, as only 1 was counted 4 Jun (LMa): Although no information
was provided on the gender of these b1rds, they are probably
molting males from populations nw of NE, the closest sources;
Kortright (1976: Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North America) stated
that about 7500 Common Mergansers breed in Wyoming. Palmer (1976:
Handbook of North American Birds) stated that "mature and
non-breeding males begin leaving [breeding areas] in June and few
remain as late as mid-July ... Most •.. probably have a fairly
short molt migration". Thus it seems NPNWR may be a molt site for
this species.
Ruddy Duck: Best count was 100 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (MFr); ~reeding
sand e of the Sandhills and outside the Rainwater Basin 1S rare,
and so 2 at Branched Oak WMA/SRA on 24 Jun (JoJ) were unexpected;
no indication of breeding was noted, however.
osprey: Unusual in mid-summer, and not known to breed in NE, ,1 was
at Calamus Res 2 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Mississippi Kite: This species appeared again at Ogallala, with 1-2
seen 11-12 Jun (BP,LP,JGu). This is the northernmost US nesting
site for this species.
Bald Eagle: Summer residency continued at both NPNWR, where 1-2
were present (LKO) and at CLNWR, where 3-4 were present (MFr). An
adult was tending a ready-to-fly immature at a nest at Calamus Res
2 Jul (LRa,RHa). A single was seen in Scotts Bluff county 2 Jun
(LMa) .
Northern Harrier: Easterly reports include birds in Cass County 1
Jun and 28 Jul (GWo,KDG) and another in sw Dixon County 16 Jul
(JJo). There is little suitable breeding habitat for this species
in e NE.
Sharp-shinned Hawk: A single bird was noted in n Saunders County,
a location where breeding occurred in 1994 (NBR 62: 131). Other
~ingles were in Dixon County 29 Jul (JJ~), probably a migrant, and
1n Carter Canyon 11 Jun (LMa) , possibly nesting, but no evidence
was noted.
Cooper's Hawk: No nesting evidence was provided, but singles were
reported from DeSoto Bend NWR, an adult male on 31 Jul, (JoJ) to
Fort Robinson SP on 25 Jun (LMa). Others were n of Seward 17 Jun
(JGu) ,and n of Long Pine on 13 Jun (NR). This species is more often
seen 1n summer than the preceding.
Red-sho~ldere~Hawk: At least one summered in FFNC (WRS) , although
no nest1ng eV1dence came to hand.
Broad-winged Hawk: A few probably nest in the Missouri valley each
year( although nesting evidence is scarce. This year, 3 were heard
call~ng at Indian Cave SP 2 Jun (JGu) , and at FFNC another was
call1ng 27 May (WRS) in an area where 2-3 fledglings were heard 5
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Jul (BP,LP). 
swainson•s Hawk: At the ne extremity of the NE range were 1-3 in 
Wayne County during the period (JJo). This species is regular in 
summer se to the Rainwater Basin (LRa,RHa). 
Ferruginous Hawk: An indication (perhaps of interest only to 
easterners!) that this species is not uncommon in the panhandle 
were the 3 on a BBS routes of Kimball on 24 Jun (WRS). 
Golden Eagle: Reports were from the usual panhandle summer range. 
American Kestrel: Best count was 10 s Redington on 22 Jul (LMa), a 
time when fledged birds are still with parents in family groups. 
Prairie Falcon: The only reports were of singles at NPNWR on 3 Jun 
(LMa) and inc Sioux County 25 Jun (WRS). This species occurs in 
summer only near the w edge of the panhandle. 
Gray Partridge: Joel Jorgensen provided interesting information on 
this species' occurrence in the c Missouri valley: it was regular 
n of Blair in the mid and late 1980s, after appearing there around 
1980; best counts were around 20 in winter flocks. Since 1990 it 
has been seen only once, in 1994 near Kennard. There have been no 
sightings s of Blair, where the Missouri bottoms are more populated 
and vegetated. 
Ring-necked Pheasant: Best count was 70 in Cheyenne and Morrill 
Counties 15 Jun (LMa). 
Greater Prairie-Chicken: A BBS route mostly in s Rock County 
yielded 10 on 13 Jun (NR); the only other report was of 1 at the 
Ainsworth airport 17 Jun (LRa,RHa). 
Sharp-tailed Grouse: An easterly report was of 2 n of Pine Glen WMA 
on 13 Jun (NR). This species occurs in small numbers e to Knox 
county in n NE. 
Northern Bobwhite: At the w edge of its NE range, 1 was near 
Broadwater on 15 Jun (LMa). They are not established in Wyoming, 
where cold winters control their survival (Scott 1993: Birder's 
Guide to Wyoming). 
Black Rail: Following the report of this species in spring at 
CLNWR, it was again reported there this summer. Water levels were 
high, flooding cattails and reaching the edge of surrounding 
meadow. It was at the meadow edge that sightings were made 31 May 
at Gimlet L, and 19 Jun at both Perrin L and Upper Harrison L (Bob 
Behrends, pers. comm. to WRS, MFr). For completeness, an 
additional sighting, including a description of a "very small bird 
in flight away from the observer with spotting on its back" was 
made about 20 yards outside the cattails 15 Aug at Boyd Pond (LMa, 
pers. comm. to WRS), and another was seen 6 Sep on thew side of 
Goose L (Bob Behrends,-pers. comm. to WRS). Hopefully, the apparent 
existence of a population of this species at CLNWR can be further 
investigated in 1996. 
VIrginia Rail: Reports were from the panhandle, where best count 
was 13 at CLNWR on 11 Jul (LMa), and of a single at Funk Lagoon WPA 
on 9 Jul (LRa,RHa). Breeding is likely at the latter location. 
Sora: Reports were from CLNWR, where best count was 8 on 11 Jul 
(LMa), and Funk Lagoon WPA, where 2 were heard 9 Jul (LRa,RHa). 
Summer reports, including specfic locations, of rails in the e half 
on NE would be welcome. 
American Coot: Best count was 110 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (MFr), while 
at NPNWR the high was only 11, on 5 Jun (LKo); perhaps the others 
were hidden in the cattails! Numerous broods were seen in the 
Rainwater Basin (LRa,RHa). 
semipalmated Plover: Last in spring were 3 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 4 
Jun (LRa,RHa), while earliest in fall were 3 at Wehrspann Lon 25 
Jul (BP,LP); this date is one of the earliest ever. Best count was 
5 at the same place 26 Jul (BP,LP). 
Piping Plover: The beleaguered birds at LM were successful despite 
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th high water and resulting close proximity to humans and theirve~icles; a fenced colony in the middle of a parking area fledged
veral young (WRS,SJD). The only other report was from Cass county
~~ Jun without details (GWO,KDG), but presumably along the Platte
River. , ,
Killdeer: post-breedl.ng flocks were forml.ng by the end of the
eriod; 139 were ~ounted in ~ancaster County 30 Jul, including 50~t 1 location (LEl.). Other hlgh counts were 80 at CLNWR on 12 Jul
(LMa) and 50 at NPNWR on 19 Jun (LKO).
Mountain Plover: The only report was a single adult seen 24 Jun
feeding on washed-out fallow ground after a rainstorm about 6 mi s
of Kimball (WRS).
Black-necked stilt: The reliable ponds at mile marker 106 on
highway 2 had 1-2 birds 11-25 Jun (JGu,BP,LP,WRS) while 2 were
reported w of Antioch 15 Jun (NR). The colony at mile marker 106
has been present since at least 1988.
American Avocet: Reports were from the panhandle, even though the
species is most common in summer in the Sandhills, and Rainwater
Basin; best count was 48 at NPNWR 6 Jun, although, only 10 w~re
there 19 Jun (LKo). Probably part of the small breedl.ng populatl.on
in the Rainwater Basin were 3 at Funk Lagoon WPA 9 Jul (RHa,LRa),
although 3 near Hartwell 29 Jul (LRa,RHa) were likely migrants.
Greater Yellowlegs: Very early were 2 along the Niobrara River in
sioux county 1 Jul (LMa,AKe fide NR). This may be the earliest fall
date for NE. Also very early was 1 at CLNWR 12 Jul (MFr). Best
count to this point in the migration was 11 at CLNWR on 26 Jul
(LMa) .
Lesser Yellowlegs: Apparently the earliest ever in fall was 1 at
Yankee Hill WMA on 1 Jul (LEi), followed by 3 at NPNWR on 3 Jul
(LKo). Also very early were 9 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (LMa,MFr). Best
count was an estimated 100 at Theesen Lagoon WPA on 16 Jul
(LRa,RHa) .
solitary Sandpiper: These birds were widely reported, with a good
count of 20 in Lancaster County 30 Jul (LEi). Earliest were also
record early on 1 Jul, 5 on the Niobrara River in sioux County
(LMa,AKe fide NR), followed at a still rather early date by 1 near
Gibbon 12 Jul (LRa,RHa). Last for spring were 2 at NPNWR on 5 Jun
(LKo) .
Willet: Most easterly reports of this Sandhills breeder were of 6
se of Valentine 14 Jun (NR) , and 2 on the Rock-Brown county line 16
Jun (LRa,RHa), while best count was 14 at CLNWR on 7 Jun (LMa).
Spotted sandpiper: Best count of this virtually statewide breeder
was 9 in various locations in Lancaster County on 30 Jul (LEi).
Upland sandpiper: Another statewide breeder, best counts were made
on Sandhills BBS routes, where 15-22 were counted on 3 routes 14-16
Jun (NR). Easterly locations were Dixon (JJo) , Cass (GWo,KDG), and
Pawnee (BFH) Counties.
Long-billed Curlew: Best counts were 13 at CLNWR on 7 Jun (LMa) and
14 assembled on the Thedford Golf Course 14 Jun (BP,LP). The latter
is of interest in that none were reported after a 1 Jul sighting in
Sioux County (LMa) , suggesting early departure of breeding birds.
None were seen along Highway 2 on 25 Jun (WRS).
Marbled Godwit: Only 1 migrant was reported, on 12 Jul at CLNWR
(LM~), a rather early fall date; fall records are far scarcer than
sprl.ng records.
sand~rling: Generally an uncommon migrant, only 1 report was
rec~l.ved, of 1 at Arbor L WMA on 30 Jul (LEi).
Sem1palmated sandpiper: Probably a record early date was provided
by 1 at Branched Oak SRA/WMA on 1 Jul (LEi). Best counts were 38 in
Lancaster County 30 Jul (LEi) and 30 at Wehrspann L 25 Jul (BP,LP).
Western Sandpiper: Last in spring was 1 near Funk Lagoon WPA on 4
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Jun (LRa,RHa). The 3 fall reports spanned the state: 13 were at 
CLNWR 26 Jul (LMa), 2 were 2 mi e of Funk Lagoon WPA on 30 Jul 
(LRa,RHa), and 5 were at Jack Sinn WMA on 23 Jul (WRS). This 
species is probably more common in fall in e NE than in spring and 
more common in w NE in general. 
Least Sandpiper: Rather early were 4 at CLNWR on 12 Jul (LMa). Best 
count was 15 at Gering SL on 28 Jul (AKe) . This is a common 
statewide migrant. 
Baird's sandpiper: Rather early and best counts were 10 at CLNWR on 
12 Jul LMa) and 12 at Gering SL on 17 Jul (AKe). Also a common 
statewide migrant, although July numbers were much lower than last 
year. 
Pectoral Sandpiper: Earliest were 2 at Theesen Lagoon WPA on 16 Jul 
(LRa,RHa), while best count was 17 at Jack Sinn WMA on 26 Jul (NR). 
None were reported in w NE, where the species is far less common. 
stilt sandpiper: Last in spring was a rather late bird at CLNWR on 
7 Jun (LMa). First in fall was 1 at Funk Lagoon WPA on 22 Jul 
(LRa,RHa), while best count was 11 near Hartwell on 29 Jul 
(LRa,RHa). These numbers are lower than last spring also. 
Long-billed Dowi tcher: Rather early were 4 at CLNWR on 12 Jul; 
another was there 26 Jul (LMa). Other reports were of 1 at 
Wehrspann L 25-26 Jul (BP,LP), and up to 8 near Hartwell on 29-30 
Jul (LRa,RHa). Most do not arrive until August. 
common snipe: This species breeds at scattered locations in w and 
n NE, although as of 1979 it was considered rare (Johnsgard, 
op.cit.). One was winnowing at Facus Springs 25 Jun (WRS), and 
others were reported from CLNWR 15 Jul (MFr), 4 birds s of Morrill 
on 22 Jun (AKe), at Kilpatrick Lon 8 Jul (LMa), and on up to 3 on 
3 BBS routes in Loup, Brown, and w Cherry Cos (NR). 
American Woodcock: The only report was of 1 at Arbor Day Farm 25 
Jul (LLF); although the species nests along the Missouri valley, 
none were seen at this location earlier in the season (LLF). 
Wilson's Phalarope: Breeding may occur over most of NE except the 
se quarter, although no reports were received e or s of Brown and 
Rock Counties (NR,LRa,RHa) and CLNWR, where 14 were counted 7 Jun 
(LMa) . Migrants had arrived at the latter location in force by 26 
Jul, when 514 were seen (LMa), although first group, of 26, arrived 
18 Jul (MFr). The only e NE report was of 2 migrants in Sarpy Co. 
26 Jul (LP,BP). 
Franklin's Gull: Straggling non-breeders were in Cass Co. 11 Jun 
(GWo,KDG) and at Branched Oak SRA/WMA on 1 Jul (LEi). Two birds at 
CLNWRS 12 Jul (MFR) may also have been stragglers, although nesting 
is possible there. Migrants arrived in late Jul, with 1 at Theesen 
Lagoon WPA on 16 Jul (LRa,RHa), and, best count, 685 near Oshkosh 
on 24 Jul (LMa) . 
Ring-billed Gull: Straggling non-breeders are often seen, virtually 
anywhere; best counts were 27 at Branched Oak SRA/WMA on 30 Jul 
(LEi) and 22 at NPNWR 17 Jul (LKo). 
California Gull: Mid-summer is usually the low point for numbers of 
this species; 1 was at Kingsley Dam 5 Jul (LLF) for the only 
report. 
Herring Gull: Rather rare in midsummer, none were reported. 
Forster's Tern: Rather late spring migrants were 3 at Burchard L 
WMA on 6 Jun (BP,LP). Probably breeding regularly at CLNWR, up to 
19 were there during the summer (MFr,LMa). Fall migrants appeared 
at Valentine NWR 19 Jun (JGu) and in Buffalo Co. on 20 Jun 
(LRa,RHa). 
Least Tern: Breeding at regular locations were a small group just 
above Kingsley Dam (LLF) and at least 3 nesting at a sand and 
gravel operation near the flooding and bar-less Platte River in n 
Saunders Co. (THo). The provenance of 1 in Cass co. 18 Jun 
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(GWo KDG) is unknown. Of interest were 3 at the Kent Diversion Dam
on s~ LouP Co. 18 Jun (LRa,RHa), an area little studied with1. ,
espect to th1.S spec1.es.~lack Tern: Numbers were rather low at CLNWR in midsummer; only 6
were noted 25 Jun (MFr). Migrants in spring and fall were 27 at
CLNWR on 7 Jun (LMa) and 30 there 26 Jul (LMa). Migrants appeared
in Lancaster Co. with 7 there on 30 Jul (LEi).
Black-billed Cuckoo: This species breeds statewide, albeit in small
numbers; reports were received from all sections. In the panhandle,
where it is uncommon, 1 was at CLNWR 12 Jul (LMa), and reports came
from Richardson (BFH), Otoe (LLF), and Cass (GWo,KDG) Cos., where
it is also uncommon.
YelloW-billed Cuckoo: Also a statewide breeder, but in somewhat
greater numbers than Black-billed, reports were also statewide,
including singles at CLNWR through the period (MFr) and in Cheyenne
Co. 15 Jun (LMa), locations where it is uncommon.
common Barn-OWl: A healthy population exists at CLNWR, where no
fewer than 11 were counted 6 Jun (MFr); 5 were there 27 Jul (LMa).
There were no other reports, however.
Eastern Screech-OWl: This species is least common in the panhandle,
but occurs wherever habitat suits; 4 were at CLNWR 11 Jul (LMa).
Barred Owl: Probably at the wedge of its range except for birds in
the Platte valley. 1 was at Oak Glen WMA on 25 Jun (JGu). What are
the w limits in the Platte valley?
Short-eared OWl: The only report was from a presumed breeding area,
a single in Garden Co. 28 Jun (LMa).
Chuck-will's-widow: Of interest was the continuing presence at the
n extreme of the NE range at Willis, where 1 was found 14 Jun
(BFH). Another was at Indian Cave SP 29 Jun (BP,LP).
Whip-poor-will: Rather northerly were 2 near willis 14 Jun (BFH),
while best count was 9 on Trail 9 at Indian Cave SP on 13 Jul
(JGu). A westerly report was from Oak Glen WMA 25 Jun (JGu). These
reports outline the current NE range.
chimney Swift: Westerly reports from the North Platte valley and c
Panhandle, where the species has become established since about
1970, were from Gering 1 Jun (AKe), and Alliance, where 4 were seen
25 Jul (LMa).
white-throated Swift: All reports were from Scotts Bluff and Dawes
Cos., within the usual range, with best count 6 at Scotts Bluff NM
1 Jun (AKe).
RUby-throated Hummingbird: All reports were from the expected
range, along the Missouri valley.
Red-headed woodpecker: A report from a location where the species
is still noteworthy was of 1 at James Ranch on 9 Jun and 3 Jul(SLe) .
Olive-sided Flycatcher: Last for spring was at FF on 2 Jun (BP,LP).
Western Wood-Pewee: Reports were from the usual w Panhandle range,
although 1 at CLNWR 7 Jun (LMa) is in an area where expansion has
been relatively recent.
Acadian Flycatcher: For the second consecutive summer, up to 3
(JGu,BP,LP,NR,JoJ) were on Trail 9 at Indian Cave SP at least
through 26 Jun (BFH). There are fewer than 10 summer reports since
the 1960s.
Wil~ow Flycatcher: All reports were from e NE; singles were at
Ind1.an Cave SP 11 Jun (JoJ), Arbor L WMA 17 Jun (LEi), and in Dixon
Co. 20 Jun (JJo). A bird identified as IIEmpid Sp." in n Saunders
Co. 11 Jun (THo) was likely this species also.
Least Flycatcher: Last for spring were 2 at FF 2 Jun (BP,LP) and 1
there 3 Jun (BP,LP).
~astern Phoebe: Breeding birds had departed nesting sites by 30 Jul
1n Lancaster Co. (LEi).
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Say's Phoebe: An easterly report was of a single near ~laden on 8
Jul (LRa,RHa); this species is absent only from se NE ln summer.
Great Crested Flycatcher: Unexpected were 2 at state Line Island 6
Jun (ECT,AKe); no details were provided for what appears to be only
the second report for Scotts Bluff Co. The wedge of the regula~
range in the Platte valley is the Keith county area. It should also
be pointed out that observers be aware of the possibility of
Ash-throated Flycatcher occurring in the Panhandle; there are
several ne Colorado plains records (Andrews and Righter 1992,
Colorado Birds) and a single NE record of 1 seen by Rosche anQ
Rosche near Chadron 29 Aug 1987 (NBR 57:45).
cassin' s Kingbird: Best count was 6 on 22 Jul in canyons s Of
Redington (LMa), perhaps the most regular location in the state;
this species is not hard to find in remote Panhandle canyons with
scattered pines.
Purple Martin: Perhaps the westernmost breeding location in the
state, 5 were at Ogallala 24 Jul (LMa).
Tree Swallow: Now breeding virtually statewide, westerly reports
included 4-5 at CLNWR throughout (MFr,LMa) and 2 at mile marker 142
on Highway 2 ij Grant Co. on 25 Jun (WRS). Best count was 25 at
Wagon Train L SRA on 8 Jul (LEi).
Violet-green Swallow: Reports were from sioux (LMa,WRS) and Scotts
Bluff (AKe) Cos., as expected, but no more than singles were
reported.
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: Best count was 20 in n Lancaster Co.
1 and 8 Jul (LEi). Fledglings were noted at James Ranch 10 Jul
(SLe) .
Bank Swallow: This species breeds statewide. Best counts were 40 at
Branched Oak WMA/SRA on 1 Jul (LEi) and 35 at CLNWR 26 Jul (LMa),
the latter likely migrants.
Cliff Swallow: Best count for this abundant statewide breeder was
702 on a BBS route in the Broadwater area 15 Jun (LMa), while 500
migrants were at Ayr Lon 22 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Barn Swallow: Best count was of migrants at CLNWR, where 705 were
counted 26 Jul (LMa).
Blue Jay: Possibly least common in the w Sandhills, 1 was at CLNWR
6 and 25 Jun (MFr).
pinyon Jay: The only reports of this species, which is
inconspicuous in summer, were of 4 at Fort Robinson SP on 25 Jun
(LMa) and at least 1 at the James Ranch feeders 10-23 Jul (SLe).
Black-billed Magpie: Perhaps the southeasternmost regular summer
location is Fort Kearny SHP, where a few were seen 24 Jun
(LRa,RHa). There is a small colony near Prague, also. Are there
resident birds se of these locations?
Tufted Titmouse: At the e edge of the range was 1 at the Saltillo
Road entrance to Wilderness Park in Lincoln (LEi).
Red-breasted Nuthatch: Reports were from known or probable breeding
localities: 6 were at Carter Canyon 11 Jun (LMa), at least 1 was at
the Niobrara Valley Preserve in Keya Paha Co. 18 Jun (LRa,RHa), and
singles were noted at Pine Glen WMA and nearby in ne Brown Co.
13-14 Jun (NR).
Carolina Wren: Reports were from se NE, no further nand w than
singles at Wilderness Park 17 Jun and 1 Jul (LEi).
sedge Wren: This enigmatic species was widely noted this summer,
although it is difficult to pin down just when this species' summer
occurs. It tends to disappear after spring migration, although this
year up to 3 were present through the period at Arbor L WMA (LEi).
Other mid-summer reports were of 1 in Sarpy Co. 3 Jun (BP,LP), at
least 1 at Nine Mile Prairie 1 Jul (NR), and 1 at Wehrspann L 5 Jul
(BP,LP). As is usual, larger numbers appear in late Jul and tend to
remain through August. Such groups included 11 at Rowe Sanctuary on
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20 Jul (LRa,RHa), and at least 6 at Jack Sinn WMA on 23 and 26 Jul
(WRS,NR). A single was near Gibbon 29-30 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Marsh Wren: Excellent numbers were at CLNWR, with 110 counted 26
Jul (LMa) and 52 on 14 Jun (MFr). Unexpectedly far se for the date,
1 waS at Arbor L WMA 1 Jul (LEi) and another at Glenvil Basin WPA
16 Jul (LRa,RHa); this species is not numerous in se NE in summer.
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: At the same place as last year, 1 rather
agitated bird was far to the w in limber pines in Kimball Co. 24
Jun. only 1 bird was found on each occasion (WRS). The nearest
bre~ding populations appear to be in c Kansas (Thompson and Ely
1992, Birds i~ Kansas) and the Colorado foothills (Andrews and
Righter, op. Clt.)
Eastern Bluebird: Belying their name, 2 were at feeders after a
4-inch snow far to the w at James Ranch on 9 Jun (SLe). Best count
was of 31, 9 adults and 22 young, in Dixon Co. 30 Jun (JJo).
predators allowed only 1-2 successes in 11 boxes in otoe Co. (LLF).
Townsend's Solitaire: Rare in mid-summer, 1 was in Sioux Co. 1 Jul
(LMa). There are very few nesting reports.
swainson's Thrush: A report without details was of 1 at an
unexpected location, CLNWR, 22 Jun (MFr). This species has occurred
well into June in nw NE, but this is one of the latest dates ever.
Wood Thrush: The reports were from the Missouri valley, n to
Thurston Co., where a pair was at Ashford Scout Camp in Thurston
Co. 9 Jul (BFH) , and w to Lancaster Co., where 2 were at Wilderness
Park 17 Jun (LEi). Except for the Niobrara valley, these reports
appear to define the currently much-reduced summer range in NE.
Gray catbird: Not numerous westwardly, 1 was at CLNWR 28 Jun (LMa).
Northern Mockingbird: As is usual, individuals popped up almost
anywhere, including singles near Gering 10 Jun and early Aug (AKe).
It is probably most numerous in the tree-dotted prairie areas of
Johnson and Pawnee Cos.; 3 were found along back roads in Johnson
Co. 6 Jun (NR). Nesting apparently occurred in Lancaster Co., where
2 adults and an immature were seen 8 Jul near Little Salt Fork
Marsh (LEi).
Cedar waxwing: Reports were numerous through the period from most
reporting locations, although the only evidence of nesting was of
a pair making an attempt at Raymond Cemetery in Lancaster Co. 17
Jun (LEi). Best counts were 20 in Scottsbluff on 10 Jun (AKe) and
10 at FFNC 2 Jun (BP,LP).
Loggerhead Shrike: This species breeds statewide, in good numbers
in most areas, including a BBS count of 11 in Box Butte Co. on 16
Jun (LMa).
Bell's Vireo: Reports were from most parts of the breeding range,
which extends to the e edge of the panhandle.
Yellow-throated Vireo: Reports were only from the Missouri valley,
n to Thurston Co., where 1 was singing at Ashford Scout Camp 8 Jul
(BFH) .
Red-eyed Vireo: No reports were received from w parts of the range;
breeding occurs throughout the major river valleys, including the
Loup drainage, except for the panhandle. Summer reports outside
these areas are welcome.
Northern Parula: Numbers continue to be impressive in se NE; at
least 6 were at Indian Cave SP on 2 Jun (JGu) , it was "quite
Common" there 11 and 24 Jun (JoJ). It was reported n to FFNC, where
2 were singing 16 Jun (BP,LP).
Chestnut-sided Warbler: A spring report far to the w, where it
represents only the 9th panhandle record, all in spring, was of 1
at Walgren L SRA on 29 May (Isolde Cutshall fide NR) .
Yellow-throated Warbler: At least 1 was singing at FFNC 1 Jun(BP,LP) .
Cerulean Warbler: This rare se NE summerer continued its summer
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presence this year, with 1 at FFNC on 1 Jun (BP,LP), and 2 on Trai~
9 at Indian Cave SP 6 Jun (BP,LP,NR).
Black-and-white Warbler: A regular nester in the Niobrara valley,
1 was in ne Brown Co. 14 Jun (NR). However, there have been nq
summer reports from the Missouri valley since 1988, and sa
significant was the presence of 2 singing at FFNC 21 Jul kRolan~
Barth fide BP,LP).
American Redstart: This species is fairly common as a breeder in
the Missouri valley; best counts were of 5 males, 1 carrying food,
at Indian Cave SP on 26 Jun (BFH), and 4 singing at Ashford Scout
Camp in Thurston Co. on 9 Jul (BFH). It also occurs regularly on
the Pine Ridge, where 4 were at Fort Robinson SP 25 Jun (LMa).
Prothonotary Warbler: A pair carrying nesting material was seen at
FFNC 1 Jun (BP, LP), an attempt to continue the small breeding
population there.
Ovenbird: Apparently very common in the Niobrara valley, an
impressive 200 were noted in the Niobrara Valley Preserve in Brown
Co. 17 Jun (LRa,RHa). Other reports were from the summer range in
the Pine Ridge and Missouri valley; this species breeds only along
the e and n edges of NE.
Louisiana Waterthrush: Very rare as a breeder in NE, 1 was carrying
food at Indian Cave SP on 26 Jun (BFH), while another (or the
same?) was heard from the Trail 9 parking lot there 6 Jun (BP,LP).
Kentucky Warbler: Apparently nesting birds were noted in Indian
Cave SP, where at least 3 were noted 2 Jun (JGu), 1 was singing 24
Jun (JoJ), and another was on Trail 5 on 30 Jun (BP,LP). Another
was at FFNC 2 Jun (BP, LP). Numbers of summering birds have
increased in recent years.
Mourning Warbler: An Oporornis warbler, thought to be this species,
was in the st. Deroin area of Indian Cave SP 11 Jun (JGu), a not
unprecedented date; all-time latest in spring is 12 Jun.
Common Yellowthroat: Best counts were 34 at CLNWR on 7 Jun (LMa)
and 18 on a BBS route in ne Brown Co. 14 Jun (NR).
Summer Tanager: This species probably occurs in most of extreme se
NE, although most reports in recent years are from Schramm Park SRA
at the nw edge of the range. This summer 1 was at Indian Cave SP 30
Jun (BP,LP) and another was at Rulo Bluffs Preserve 2 Jun (JGu).
Scarlet Tanager: Reports were from the entire Missouri valley, as
expected, with best count 3 males at Basswood Ridge WMA 10 Jun
(BFH). Breeding occurs also in the Niobrara valley, where 1 was e
of Valentine in Cherry Co. 19 Jul (JGu), at the wedge of the
breeding range.
Western Tanager: A single was out of breeding habitat at a grove
just n of Exit 1 on I-80 in Kimball Co. 11 Jun (JGu); it was
apparently a late migrant.
Northern Cardinal: The small westernmost outpost in Scotts Bluff
Co. persists, although the 2 males and 1 female were not detected
nesting (AKe).
Black-headed Grosbeak: Near the e edge of the range, a male was 13
mi n of curtis on 5 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Blue Grosbeak: Best counts were 7 s of Morrill on 22 Jun (AKe) and
6 in Dixon Co. on 16 Jul (JJo); this species occurs statewide.
Lazuli Bunting: Reports were from the rather limited breeding range
in the panhandle; 4 were reported from Scotts Bluff Co. on 1 Jun
(AKe) and 11 Jun (LMa), and fledglings appeared at James Ranch 14
Jul (SLe).
Dickcissel: Unexpectedly early as far w was 1 w of Alliance 16 Jun
(NR); most arrive later if at all, such as singles (same bird?) at
CLNWR 11 (LMa) and 21 (MFr) Jul.
Rufous-sided Towhee: Pure "eastern" types are restricted to se NE,
while "spotted" birds breed over most of the state. Easterly
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orts of the latter were from the Gibbon area 22 and 29 Jul~~ka,RHa). Observers should note which types occur in summer in
their areas.
cassin's sparrow: The only report of this very local species was of
2 on 16 Jun at the sagelands sand w of Kilpatrick L (NR). This
regular location (Rosche 1994, Birding 26:416) may be the
northernmost in this species' range.
Brewer's sparrow: The Kilpatrick L area also hosts a sizeable
o ulation of these birds; up to 6 were counted 16 Jun-8 Jul~~a,NR,WRS). Th~ other well-known location is along the Wyoming
border w of Harrlson.
Field sparrow: Breeding over most of the state, it is, however,
rare at the wedge of its range in the Panhandle, where 1 was
carefully identified in limber pines in Kimball Co. 24 Jun (WRS).
It is numerous in c NE; "large numbers" were reported 17 Jun in the
Niobrara Valley Preserve (LRa,RHa), 250 were in se Lincoln Co. 5
Jul (LRa,RHa), and 175 were noted in Frontier Co. 5 Jul (LRa,RHa).
Vesper Sparrow: Best count of this statewide breeder, mostly n of
the Platte valley, was a modest 11 in Dixon Co. 3 Jun (JJo).
Numbers are low in se NE, but 2 were in n Lancaster Co. 30 Jul
(LEi) .
Lark sparrow: Breeding statewide, best count was 118 at CLNWR on 26
Jul (LMa). Less numerous in eNE, best count was only 5, in Dixon
Co. 2 Jul (JJo).
Lark Bunting: Best count was 220 on a BBS route in Box Butte Co. 16
Jun (LMa). Easternmost reports, at about the e edge of the range,
were of a female s of Campbell 8 Jul (LRa,RHa), and several along
the Rock-Brown Cos. line 16 Jun (LRa,RHa).
Grasshopper Sparrow: Doing very well in recent years in c and w NE,
excellent counts of "at least" 500 at Calamus Res SRA on 2 Jul
(LRa,RHa) and 104 at CLNWR 1 Jul (MFr) were made.
Henslow's Sparrow: No reports were received from last year's
Lancaster Co. sites, however up to 6 singing males were located on
spring-burnt prairie on the n side of Burchard L WMA through 26 Jun
(JGu,BFH, m.ob.). This area had more forbs than the area used in
1985 near the prairie-chicken blinds (BP,LP).
Swamp sparrow: Following last year, 1-2 were again reported from
Funk Lagoon WPA (LRa,RHa), apparently the southernmost regular
summer site for this local NE breeder. Another regular site (Rosche
1994, Birds of the L. Mcconaughy Area) is the Clear Creek WMA
marshes, where 2 were singing 13 Jun (BP,LP).
White-throated Sparrow: Last for spring was at Arbor Day Farm 2 Jun
(LLF) .
White-crowned Sparrow: Last in spring was 1 at Scotts bluff 2 Jun
(LMa) .
Dark-eyed Junco: The last "slate-colored" birds left James Ranch 5
Jun (SLe). The summer birds of the Pine Ridge are of the
"white-winged" form, and so of interest was a report of 6
"slate-colored" birds at Gilbert-Baker WMA 28 Jul (LMa). This is
very early for fall migrants, although other authors have indicated
that this race may occur in summer in the Pine Ridge (Short 1961,
NBR 29: 2). The last "white-winged" birds left the James Ranch
feeders 6 Jun (SLe) , presumably to commence breeding operations
nearby.
Mcco~n's Longspur: Reports were from regular locations: 10 were in
sw Klmball Co. 24 Jun (WRS) , and 1 near highway 20 in sioux Co. 4
Jul (LMa).
c~estnut-collaredLongspur: It was considered "common" in sioux and
Klmball Cos. 24-25 Jun (WRS) , while 8 were in sioux Co. 1 Jul(LMa) .
Bobolink: At the s edge of the summer range, 1-2 were in otoe Co.
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11 Jun (LLF), and up to 3 were at Arbor L WMA through the period
(LEi). Nesting in the Rainwater Basin is undocumented, although the
species breeds commonly in the c Platte valley (Lingle 1994"
Birding Crane River). Birds observed in Jul in the Rainwater Basin
and elsewhere s of the Platte River may not have bred locally; such
flocks are often described as consisting of "immatures", but likely
contain molted adult males and females as well. Adult males molt
during July (Bent 1958, Life Histories ... ). Plumages were not
mentioned for birds near Fairfield 16 Jul (LRa,RHa) and at Rowe
Sanctuary 20 Jul (LRa,RHa), although flocks of "immatures",
certainly migrants, were noted at Sacramento-wilcox WMA 29 Jul
(LRa,RHa) and in Lancaster Co. 30 Jul (LEi).
Red-winged Blackbird: Flocks were forming by late Jul (JJo).
Eastern Meadowlark: Good populations occupy suitable habitat
statewide; 27 were at CLNWR 1 Jul (MFr), and 5 were counted on a
BBS route in Cheyenne and Morrill Cos. 15 Jun (LMa).
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Least numerous in se NE, 10 summered at
Arbor L WMA (LEi).
Brewer's Blackbird: More common in the n Panhandle than in the s,
1 was near Bushnell 6 Jul (LLF), and a female was feeding a young
bird s of Redington 25 Jun (WRS). Breeding is unconfirmed in
Kimball Co.
Great-tailed Grackle: East of the Rainwater Basin stronghold, at
least 6 were at Burchard L SRA 2-6 Jun (JGu,NR,BP,LP), and up to 6
were at Arbor L WMA through the period (LEi).
Orchard Oriole: Now fairly common statewide, westerly reports were
from James Ranch 17 Jul (SLe) and CLNWR, where 7 were counted 6-7
Jun (LMa,MFr).
Northern Oriole: While "Bullock's" types are limited to the
Panhandle and "Baltimore" types are rare there, occurring mainly as
spring migrants, most NE birds show some indication of
hybridization. Pure-appearing Baltimores are rare, however, in the
Panhandle in summer; 1 was at Oliver Res SRA 24 Jun (WRS).
Red Crossbill: A pair of adults with 4-5 juveniles was seen in the
Keya Paha Co. portion of the Niobrara Valley Preserve 18 Jun
(LRa,RHa), while a single bird was at Pine Glen WMA 13 Jun (NR).
Breeding in this area has not yet been confirmed, and, because this
species generally nests during the winter months, family groups may
be far from the hatching area by June.
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WHOOPING CRANE SIGHTINGS DURING SPRING MIGRATION, MARCH-MAY, 1995
Steven Anschutz, U.S. Fish and wildlife Service
203 West Second st., Grand Island, NE 68801
Dates and locations of confirmed and probable sightings in Nebraska
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resented in the following table. The first number under "No.a~ec~anes" refers to adults and the second number to young birds.
oh legal descriptions of locations by township and range are
T 7tted but may be obtained from the NBR Editor or from Wally~m~man ~t the address under the title. There were six unconfirmed
C;ghtings in Nebraska between March 9 and May 10 from Boyd,~~ffalo, Hamilton, Hall, and Holt counties.
.09hting Date
ggnfirmed Sightings:
2/ 10 / 95
4/5/95
4/14/95
4/17-21/95
4/25/95
4/30-5/2/85
5/8-14/95
Probable sightings:
No. of Cranes Location
0+1 Lincoln Co., ~ mi.west of
North Platte.
4 + 0 Kearney Co. , Gleason
Waterfowl Production Area,
4 mi. west, 4 mi. south of
Minden.
2 + 0 Buffalo Co., Platte River,
5 mi. south, 1 mi. west of
Gibbon.
2 + 0 Phelps Co., 4 mi. north, 8~
mi. east of Holdrege, Funk
WPA.
4 + 1 Lincoln Co., 9 mi. south,
4 mi. west of Arnold.
3 + 0 Furnas Co., 6 mi. east of
Beaver City.
1 + 0 Hall Co., Platte River, 5
mi. west, ~ mi. north
of Doniphan.
4/20/95
4/21/95
5/16/95
1 + 0
1 + 0
1 + 0
custer Co., flying 10 mi.
southwest of Callaway.
Holt Co., flying 5 mi. east
of Inman.
Hall Co., 2 mi. south of
AIda bridge.
5/28/95 1 + 0 Keya Paha/Brown
Niobrara River,
downstream from
bridge.
Cos. ,
1 mi.
Norden
~ peak population of 132 (125 adult/subadult and 7 juvenile)
Whoc;p1ng Cranes was reported at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
dur1n~ the winter of 1994-95. An additional juvenile wintered with
sandh~ll Cranes in west-central Oklahoma. No birds were lost during
the w1nter. The 133 cranes beginning the spring migration represent
a net decrease of 2 birds from the 135 present in spring, 1994. A
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census flight on March 23, 1995 revealed that all 132 cranes fro.
Aransas were present. By April 6, about 60 cranes had begun to
migrate, and by April 18 only 10 cranes were present at Aransas.
All but two cranes had migrated by May 15 and, at last report,
these two birds were still at Aransas.
The juvenile that had wintered in Oklahoma, migrated with'
Sandhill Cranes and on February 1 was observed at Optima National
Wildlife Refuge in the Oklahoma panhandle. It apparently migrated
with Sandhill Cranes to North Platte, Nebraska, where it was
confirmed on February 10. This was the first Whooping Crane ever
confirmed in Nebraska during February. Cold, snowy weather sent the
bird back south to Optima, where it was observed on February 17. It
then decided to visit southeastern Colorado, where it was last seen
March 10 - April 2 north of Lamar.
The weather was a big factor during the spring migration
because of snow/rain and persistent north winds, particularly in
the Northern Great Plains during April. Heavy snow (1-3 feet),
accompanied by strong north winds, produced blizzard conditions in
parts of Nebraska and South Dakota on April 10-11 and 17-18. The
most unusual sighting was the confirmation of 8 Whooping Cranes
flying north of Denver on April 20, the furthest west that birds
from the Wood Buffalo flock have ever been reported in Colorado.
The first dates recorded for confirmed observations of
migrating Whooping Cranes were April 5 in the united states
(Nebraska) and April 16 in Canada. The last sighting date was May
8 in both the u.S. (Nebraska) and Canada (Saskatchewan). Sightings
were reported from Oklahoma (2); Kansas (2); Colorado (2); Nebraska
(7); South Dakota (7); North Dakota (1); and Saskatchewan, Canada
(8) •
NOTES ON BIRD SIGHTINGS IN NEBRASKA
During the summer of 1995, I saw the following species around
my home near Wauneta, where I supplied lots of pans of water, and
on a trip to Imperial, both in Chase County: Swainson's Hawk, Rock
Dove, Mourning Dove, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Common Nighthawk,
Chimney Swift, Red-headed Woodpecker, Downy Woodpecker, Northern
Flicker, Western Kingbird, Eastern Kingbird, Blue Jay, House Wren,
American Robin, Brown Thrasher, Bell's Vireo, Northern Cardinal,
Black-headed Grosbeak, Lark Sparrow, Common Grackle, Orchard
Oriole, Northern Oriole, House Finch, House Sparrow.
---- L. Iola Pennington, RR2 Box 119, Wauneta, NE 69045
WINTERING BALD EAGLE SURVEY IN CENTRAL NEBRASKA, 1994-1995
Mark M. Peyton
Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District
P.O. Box 188, Gothenburg, NE 69138-0188
The Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District
(Central) and Nebraska Public Power District conducted monitoring
studies from 1987 to 1991 to evaluate the use by wintering Bald
Eagles of the canal and lake systems associated with Federal
Energy Regulation Commission (FERC) projects 1417 and 1835. The
results of these studies were reported by Plettner (1990 and
1993), Stalmaster (1990), and Stalmaster and Plettner (1991).
Central has continued to monitor Bald Eagles along Central's
canal and lake system since 1992. Ten locations, which the 1987-
91 studies identified as having the highest number of wintering
Bald Eagles, were used for the 1992-94 observations (Schmid,
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was expanded in 1994-95 to
the results from the 16 sites are
STUDY AREA
The Central District's Supply Canal is 75 miles long. It
b gins near North Platte at Central's Diversion Dam, which isl~cated on the Platte River about one-half mile below the
onfluence of the North and South Platte Rivers, and ends at the~-2 River Return near Lexington (Fig. 1). Twenty-six small
reservoirs, ranging from less than an acre to 2,500 acres, and
three hydroelectric plants are located along the canal.
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Figure 1: Survey Sites for Bald Eagles Between the Platte River Bridge South of Overton and
the Central District Diversion Dam.
Ten locations were surveyed in 1992-94. From east to west
they are: the Platte River from the Bertrand Road to the J-2
River Return; the Canaday Steam Plant; bridges 73.4 and 72.4,
located on the Supply Canal 73.4 and 72.4 miles, respectively,
f:om the headgates of the canal, and south (approximately 3.7
mlles for both bridges) and east (approx. 1.9 miles for bridge
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73.4, 1 mi for bridge 72.4) of the Lexington 1-80 interchange on
a graveled county road; the J-2 Hydroplant; East Phillips Lake;
the J-1 Hydroplant; Johnson Lake; Plum Creek Lake; and Gallagher
Canyon Lake.
The six additional sites added in 1994-95 are; the Platte River
bridge south of Overton; Midway Lake; Hiles Canyon Lake; the
headgates of 30-Mile Canal; Jeffrey Hydroplant; and the Central
District Diversion Dam.
METHODS
A total of 12 Bald-Eagle surveys were conducted weekly from
9 December, 1994 to 22 February, 1995. Surveys began at 8:00 a.m.
CDT, and were concluded by 3:00 p.m. The observer drove to the
designated observation points and counted the birds visible from
each point, noting any special conditions. Birds were identified
as adults, juveniles, or unknown if age could not be determined.
RESULTS
A total of 569 Bald-Eagle sightings were made from the 16
selected locations. Eagles were seen on each of the 12 days of
the survey, and at least once from every location except Hiles
Canyon Lake. The highest total counts per location were at
Johnson Lake (163), the J-2 Hydroplant (101), and the 30-Mile
Canal headgates (58) (Table 1).
Table 1. Total counts of Bald Eagles seen during 12 surveys along
the Central District supply Canal in 1994-95.
Location Adults Juveniles Unknown Total
Overton 17 5 2 24
Platte River 23 5 0 28
canaday Steam Plant 3 0 0 3
Bridge 73.4 6 0 0 6
Bridge 72.4 9 1 0 10
J-2 Hydroplant 82 19 0 101
East Phillips Lake 15 3 0 18
J-1 Hydroplant 10 1 0 11
Johnson Lake 118 42 3 163
Plum Creek Lake 44 8 0 52
Gallagher Canyon Lake 29 9 0 38
Midway Lake 5 1 0 6
Hiles Canyon Lake 0 0 0 0
30-Mile Canal headgates 36 20 2 58
Jeffrey Hydroplant 17 3 0 20
Diversion Dam 22 6 3 31
Totals 436 123 10 569
Percent of Total 76.6 21.6 1.8 100
Average per Day 35.8 10.0 0.8 46.7
The highest single count was 97 Bald Eagles on 8 February,
the lowest count was 8 on 9 December, and the average was 47 per
day (Table 2). Immature eagles comprised 21.6% of the total
count, with a high of 26 on 15 February and a daily average of
10. The percentage of immature eagles per survey ranged from 5.5%
on 21 December to 34.4% on 22 February.
From the original ten locations, between the Platte River
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eloW the J-2 River return and Gallagher Canyon lake, 430 Bald~ gles were counted in 1994-95 for an average of 35.8 eagles per
d: . This is sli~htly higher than 33.2 eagles per day seen atth~Se locations 1n 1992-93, and much lower than 57.1 eagles per
day in 1993-94. Figure 3 shows a week-by-week comparison of the
,Bald Eagles seen at these locations over the three-year period.
Table 2: Week-by-Week Results of 12 Bald Eagle Surveys
along the Central District's Supply Canal during 1994-95
Date Adults Juveniles Unknown Total
12-9-94 5 3 0 8
12-14-94 13 4 0 17
12-21-94 16 1 1 18
12-28-94 41 5 1 47
1-4-95 15 6 0 21
1-11-95 21 3 0 24
1-18-95 46 7 3 56
1-25-95 52 18 3 73 1
2-1-95 56 9 0 65
2-8-95 77 19 1 97
2-15-95 51 26 2 79
2-22-95 42 22 0 64
Total 435 123 11 569
Average 36.3 10.3 0.9 47.4 !
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Figure 3: A Comparison of the Bald Eagles Counted at Ten Locations along the Central District Supply
Canal from mid-December to March in 1992-93, 1993-94 and 1994-95.
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FIRST NESTING RECORDS FOR MISSISSIPPI KITE IN NEBRASKA
Stephen J. Dinsmore, 4024 Arkansas Drive, Ames, IA 50014
and W. Ross Silcock, P.O. Box 300, Tabor, IA 51653
Mississippi Kites are regular visitors to Nebraska. Prior to
1974, there were four reports for the state (NBR 33:49. 1965),
but it has occurred almost annually since then. Almost all
reports are from the North Platte and Missouri River valleys,
with concentrations of sightings at Fontenelle Forest in Sarpy
County, near Aurora in Polk County, and, most recently, in
Ogallala, Keith County. Of 39 dated reports, 12 were in May and
13 in September, suggesting spring overshoot migrants and fall
dispersal. The first summer report was an adult at Shoemaker
Island, Hall County on 10 July, 1983 (NBR 51:90). Several other
reports are suggestive of breeding. A single bird was seen in
ogallala in 1992, and a territorial male was observed there in
1993 (Richard C. Rosche, pers. carom.).
On 6 August, 1994, we found at least 11 Mississippi Kites
soaring over the north edge of Ogallala, especially in the
vicinity of the hospital. The birds appeared to be foraging and
captured several large insects, including a butterfly and a large
locust. Our highest count was eight adults and three subadults.
The large number of birds suggested that they were breeding
nearby, and we watched individual birds in the hope that they
might lead us to a nest. After less than 15 minutes of
observations, a lone adult suddenly dropped from an elevation of
several hundred feet and disappeared into a group of large trees
in a nearby residential section of the town. We drove to the area
and, at 3:50 p.m. MDT (Mountain Daylight Time), found a nest
containing two nearly full-grown young. The nest was located 35-
40 feet above ground in the crotch of a large American elm. It
consisted of a loose platform of small twigs, similar in size and
shape to that of an American Crow (pers. obs.). The nest was
located in a vacant lot east of the residence at 515 East 5th
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et the residents of that house told us that the kites had
stre n~sting in the same tree for the past several years. Webee~ined near the nest for about 30 minutes. The young were fed
~emge locusts by an adult every 2-3 minutes. One of the young
arained in the nest while the other perched on a large limbre~eral feet from the nest. Both birds appeared capable of
~~i9ht judging from their large size and well-developed
rimarles, but neither bird was observed in flight. .
p At approximately 4:30 p.m. MDT, we located a second klte
est just a few blocks west of the first nest and just west of~t. Lukes Park, or just southwest of ~he inters7ction of East 4th
st and East B st. The nest was also ln an Amerlcan elm, about 40
fe~t above ground, and was similar in appearance to the first
nest. It contained an unknown number of small, young birds, which
were being fed by two adults.
On 6 August, 1995, we returned to Ogallala and observed at
least nine adult kites soaring in the vicinity of the hospital
and in the Boot Hill area. As in 1994, most of the birds appeared
to be capturing large locusts, but we watched one adult kite
chase and eventually capture a Cliff Swallow, apparently a rare
phenomenon. Bent (1937) noted that, "Birds apparently are never
molested, and small birds show no fear of it." However,
Mississippi Kites do on occasion attack Chimney swifts and Cliff
swallows (Palmer 1988). At approximately 9:40 a.m. MDT, we
located a nest about 40 feet above ground in a large, dying elm
tree behind the house at 1122 E. B st. The nest contained one
large, young bird.
These are the first documented nesting records for
Mississippi Kites in Nebraska, and apparently the northernmost
for the U.s. The species has bred as close as Ellis County,
Kansas (Thompson and Ely 1989), and is consolidating its range
and increasing in numbers in the Great Plains, mainly in response
to extensive shelterbelt plantings (Palmer 1988).
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CATTLE EGRETS NESTING IN KEITH COUNTY
Stephen J. Dinsmore, 4024 Arkansas Drive, Ames, IA 50014
and W. Ross Silcock, P.O. Box 300, Tabor, IA 51653
. On 6 August, 1994, we observed 31 Cattle Egrets perched in
wlllows at the west end of Lake MCConaughy, Keith County (NBR 62:
104, 128. 1994). The habitat and the birds' behavior suggested
that they were nesting, which we confirmed the next morning when
we wade~ to the area. Eleven adult egrets were present and we
found flve nests, three with three eggs each and the other two
nests under construction. All of the nests were in live willows
and were 4-6 feet above the water surface. The willow thicket
used by the egrets was one of several in the shallow water (2-3
feet deep) along the old North Platte River channel at the upper
end of Lake MCConaughy. A single adult Snowy Egret was present on
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6 August, but we found no evidence to suggest that it might have
been nesting. We did not return to the colony to determine its
fate, although heronries established so late in the season are
probably seldom successful.
Cattle Egrets are rare breeders in Nebraska. There are three
additional breeding records as follows: adults on a nest in the
Marsh Lakes area of Valentine National wildlife Refuge, Garden
County, in 1981 (Ducey 1984); 22 adults and 6 nests at the same
location on 21-22 June, 1984 (Ducey 1984); and 70+ nests in
extreme northeast Garfield County in 1994 (NBR 62: 128. 1994).
Breeding usually occurs when local habitat conditions are just
right, as was the case at this location in 1994.
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NEBRASKA WATERFOWL STAMP AND NEAL R. ANDERSON
In 1991, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission established
the Nebraska Waterfowl Stamp and commissioned Neal R. Anderson, a
Nebraska native, to create the first stamp print. He also has
designed a stamp each year from 1992 to 1995. The 1995 Nebraska
Waterfowl Stamp Print depicts a pair of wood ducks in striking
detail (see photo). Funds from the sale of the 1995 Stamp will be
used to benefit the Nebraska wildlife Habitat Fund.
Neal R. Anderson and his 1995 Nebraska Waterfowl Print,
commissioned by the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission.
Neal Anderson has provided illustrations for several
wildlife magazines including Nebraskaland, and he has designed
Sponsor Prints for Ducks Unlimited in Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri,
and North Dakota. He was a wimmer of the Federal Duck Stamp
competition in 1989 and 1994 (see NBR 62 (2): 96. 1994). Over 36
of his paintings have been produced in limited-edition prints,
and his work is found in private and corporate collections
throughout the united States and Canada.
For further information about the 1995 Nebraska Waterfowl
Stamp Prints, contact Jennifer von Allmen, wild Wings, Inc.,
South Hwy. 61, Box 451, Lake city, Minnesota 55041, Phone
612/345-5355 or FAX 612/345-2981.
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sglected items (from NOU Newsletter, May/June 1995, Editor: Neal
- Ratzlaff):
. of Officers and Appointments to the Records committee.E],ect1on
At the NOU annual meeting on May 20, 1995, all the incumbent
fficers were reelected for 1995-96 and are listed on the back
over of The Nebraska Bird Review. Thomas Labedz, Lincoln, wasc~ected to the Board of Directors for a three-year term to
eucceed Roger Sharpe, Omaha, who completed his term.
s On the Records Committee, the Board approved three-year
terms for Robin Harding, Gibbon; Joel Jorgensen, Blair; and
Thomas Labedz, Lincoln. They replaced the expired terms of Alan
Grenon and Rick Wright, and the resignation of William Scharf,
who moved away from Nebraska. The Board approved the
reappointment of Mark Brogie, Creighton, to a second three-year
term. The other members of the Records Committee are Bill Huser,
South Sioux city; Loren Padelford, Bellevue; Ross Silcock, Tabor,
IA· and Joe GUbanyi, Chairperson, Seward. [Ed.: The Records
co~mittee was formed in 1985. Its purposes are to review and
document unusual reports of birds seen in Nebraska; to keep
current an official list of the birds occurring in Nebraska, with
documented evidence that is maintained for use by researchers;
and to provide guidance in methods of improving identification
and documentation. This is a very important committee, and the
commitment of its members is recognized and appreciated.]
Wildlife Diversity Funding Initiative.
At the annual meeting, both the Board of Directors and the
NOU membership approved the endorsement of the Wildlife Diversity
Funding Initiative, which requires passage of a law by Congress
to provide funding for non-game fish and wildlife. The funds
would be obtained from a surcharge on outdoor recreational
equipment such as binoculars, cameras, etc, and would be used for
a national Wildlife Diversity Program, including conservation,
education, and recreation projects. The proposed initiative would
be similar to the Wildlife Restoration Act, which provides funds
for the conservation of game species from surcharges on guns and
ammunition, and the Sport Fish Restoration Act, where funding
comes from surcharges on rods, reels, and other fishing gear. The
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is developing a coalition of
supporting organizations and individuals, because there needs to
be evidence of support from those who bUy and use the equipment.
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